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       They are definitely pros and cons to triple threat matches. The cons to
them is obviously coming up wth something very original and making
sure everything makes sense. 
~Adam Cole

The pressure performing is something you have to get used to, really
really quick. 
~Adam Cole

I think that's the coolest thing about our fans, they not only respect, but
they demand, excellence from our guys. 
~Adam Cole

So if everything goes off great, then it being a triple threat match will
make it even more exciting instead of a singles match. 
~Adam Cole

I remember watching Ring of Honor as a fan, going to shows in
Philadelphia and New York, and I loved the guys. I thought these are
some of the best wrestlers in the world, if not THE best. 
~Adam Cole

Being put in this situation, where it's myself, Kyle O'Reilly and a Jay
Lethal, I think it's the best main event you can have right now in Ring of
Honor. 
~Adam Cole

The only difference with wrestling is we're like a live performance. So
we're feeding off the audience and if they do't like something, they can
let us know immediately. 
~Adam Cole

What is doing the damage is the fact that the U.K. is pulling in more
imports, which shows the continued strength of the economy and the
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strength of sterling. 
~Adam Cole

I've wrestled Kyle O'Reilly all over the world. I know how good he is, our
fans know how good he is. A lot of people feel he is the next guy in line
to be world champion. 
~Adam Cole

I think that Ring of Honor is a true alternative in the world of pro
wrestling. Some of the best in-ring pure competition in the world you will
find in Ring of Honor. 
~Adam Cole
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